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About This Game

In this long awaited shooter from action masters Cross Eaglet, enemies are not just right in front of you; they're all around you!
Using a unique perspective rotation mechanic, players can bring enemies and items into view, putting the odds in their favor in

an otherwise impossible situation.

In Revolver 360 RE:ACTOR, you don't only have your bullets to save you. You're also armed with a powerful laser that pierces
through weaker enemies, and a screen-clearing EMP. It's the exact kind of weaponry you're going to need if you hope to survive
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this harsh and hostile environment.

Use your weapons in concert with each other to toy with your enemies and reap higher score rewards. Killing your foes quickly
is not always the best course of action.

Revolver 360 RE:ACTOR comes with a full suite of challenging mini-missions that will not only teach you advanced techniques
to improve your scoring and survivability, but also challenge the most hardcore of shmup players with insane scenarios. Not
quite sure how to complete a challenge? Challenge mode also has a dynamic hint system to help you learn how to properly

surmount a challenge.

Control Options

Keyboard Support (WASD Support, Customizable Layout)

Full Controller Support (Xbox 360 Controller Recommended

Soundtrack

The Steam version of Revolver360 RE:ACTOR now comes with the entire Original Soundtrack included in your initial
purchase. Enjoy the sounds of destruction wherever you go!
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Cross Eaglet
Publisher:
AGM PLAYISM
Franchise:
PLAYISM
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2014
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I want to like it but its just too chaotic, not really much skill involved, down to a lot of luck....needs to be more structured.
Shame as it has potential, controls are nice but on screen its just a sh!t show, and not in a good bullet hell type way
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